Understanding the mechanisms underlying the morphological divergence of species is one of the central goals of evolutionary biology. Here, we analyze the genetic and molecular bases of the divergence of body pigmentation patterns between Drosophila yakuba and its sister species Drosophila santomea. We found that loss of pigmentation in D. santomea involved the selective loss of expression of the tan and yellow pigmentation genes. We demonstrate that tan gene expression was eliminated through the mutational inactivation of one specific tan cisregulatory element (CRE) whereas the Tan protein sequence remained unchanged. Surprisingly, we identify three independent loss-of-function alleles of the tan CRE in the young D. santomea lineage. We submit that there is sufficient empirical evidence to support the general prediction that functional evolutionary changes at pleiotropic loci will most often involve mutations in their discrete, modular cis-regulatory elements.
INTRODUCTION
A long-standing question in evolutionary biology concerns the mechanisms through which morphology evolves. From a genetic perspective, the issues to be resolved include: How many genes contribute to species divergence? Which genes are they? And, what kinds of changes within genes (e.g., in coding or noncoding sequences) are responsible for functional differences?
A vast body of comparative studies has revealed that morphological differences among animal taxa are associated with differences in the spatial regulation of gene expression during development (Davidson, 2001; Carroll et al., 2005) . Changes in the transcription of any individual gene may result from modifications of its cis-regulatory sequences, of the deployment or activity of the transcription factors that act upon these sequences, or both. Understanding the relative contribution of these different mechanisms is thus central to formulating a general understanding of the genetic and molecular mechanisms governing morphological variation and divergence.
It has been suggested that one critical determinant of the relative contribution of different kinds of genetic changes to morphological evolution is the potential pleiotropic effects of mutations (Stern, 2000; Carroll et al., 2005; Carroll, 2005; Wray, 2007) . Those mutations with greater pleiotropic effects are expected to be more likely to have greater deleterious effects on overall fitness than would those mutations with less widespread effects. In general, transcription factors and signaling proteins involved in animal morphogenesis tend to be deployed in multiple tissues and at multiple times during development, i.e., they are highly pleiotropic. The loci encoding these proteins also tend to contain multiple, independent cis-regulatory elements (CREs) that each govern gene expression in a particular domain (Davidson, 2001; Carroll et al., 2005) . Mutations in CREs can thus selectively alter gene expression in one tissue or body part without affecting gene expression in other tissues or altering protein structure. For these reasons, and in light of the typically high degree of functional conservation of proteins that govern animal development, it has been proposed that the evolution of CREs is a major contributor to the evolution of gene expression and morphology (Carroll, 1995 ; Stern, 2000; Davidson, 2001; Carroll, 2005; Carroll et al., 2005; Wray, 2007) .
Support for the role of CRE evolution in morphological divergence has come from several genetic studies that have implicated loci encoding pleiotropic transcription factors or signaling proteins in the divergence of morphological traits (Stern, 1998; Sucena and Stern, 2000; Sucena et al., 2003; Shapiro et al., 2004; Colosimo et al., 2005; Steiner et al., 2007) as well as molecular studies that have directly demonstrated functional changes in CREs of pleiotropic genes (Belting et al., 1998; Wittkopp et al., 2002; Gompel et al., 2005; Prud'homme et al., 2006; Jeong et al., 2006; McGregor et al., 2007) . However, functional changes in the coding sequences of developmental regulatory proteins have also been documented (reviewed in Carroll et al., 2005) and the predominance of the role of CRE sequences in morphological evolution has recently been challenged (Hoekstra and Coyne, 2007) .
One set of traits that have become useful models for understanding the evolution of morphology and spatial gene regulation are the pigmentation patterns of Drosophilid flies (reviewed in Wittkopp et al., 2003 and Prud'homme et al., 2007) . One of the best studied pigmentation characters in the D. melanogaster lineage is the male-specific pigmentation of the posterior abdomen ( Figure 1A ). In many species of the melanogaster species group, the posterior abdominal segments of the male (A5 and A6) are strongly pigmented while the female is not (Figure 1 ). However, frequent losses or modifications of male-specific pigmentation are observed in several lineages within this group (Kopp et al., 2000; Jeong et al., 2006) .
The most striking instance of the loss of pigmentation is found in D. santomea, a species endemic to the small volcanic island of Sã o Tomé off the coast of West Africa (Lachaise et al., 2000) . Both sexes have lost the abdominal pigmentation characteristic of its more widespread sister species, D. yakuba, from which D. santomea is thought to have diverged between 500,000 and 130,000 years ago (Cariou et al., 2001) . Both species now inhabit Sã o Tomé , with D. yakuba restricted to lower elevations, D. santomea frequenting forests at higher elevations, and a hybrid zone at intermediate altitudes in which about 1% of flies are hybrids (Lachaise et al., 2000) . Genetic analyses using quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping have suggested that a few genes of large effect are responsible for the differences in pigmentation, but no specific loci or mechanisms have been identified (Llopart et al., 2002; Carbone et al., 2005) .
Here, we investigate the molecular mechanisms underlying the divergence in D. yakuba and D. santomea pigmentation. We show that the reduction of male abdominal pigmentation in the D. santomea lineage is correlated with the selective loss of expression of both the tan and yellow pigmentation genes in the posterior abdominal segments of males. Furthermore, we find that expression of tan has been lost through the repeated mutational inactivation of one specific CRE of the tan gene while the Tan protein sequence remained completely unchanged. These findings demonstrate how morphological traits are selectively modified by mutations in CREs.
RESULTS
Morphological Divergence between D. yakuba and D. santomea The abdomens of D. yakuba males display the typical melanogaster subgroup pigmentation of A5 and A6 ( Figure 1A ). In contrast, D. santomea males lack all abdominal pigmentation ( Figure 1B) . A major component of this phenotypic difference resides on the X chromosome: hybrid males containing a yakuba X chromosome have a nearly yakuba-like pattern of pigmentation ( Figure 1C ), while the reciprocal hybrid males possessing the santomea X chromosome are less pigmented ( Figure 1D ; Carbone et al., 2005) . D. yakuba females are also pigmented on A6 and in stripes on more anterior segments ( Figure 1E ). These patterns are also absent from D. santomea ( Figure 1F ), and hybrid females exhibit differences similar to those in hybrid males (Figures 1G and 1H) . Although QTLs affecting this divergence have been detected on the 2nd and 3rd chromosomes, the contribution made by a QTL at the base of the X chromosome is disproportionately large (Carbone et al., 2005) .
Two key pigmentation genes, tan and yellow, reside on the X chromosomes of both D. yakuba and D. santomea and are potential candidate QTLs. yellow encodes a secreted protein required for the deposition of black melanin in the cuticle. The spatial expression of Yellow correlates well with black pigment patterns (Wittkopp et al., 2002) , and the evolution of yellow regulation underlies several cases of changes in pigmentation patterns in other species (Wittkopp et al., 2002; Gompel et al., 2005; Prud'homme et al., 2006) , including abdominal pigmentation (Jeong et al., 2006) . tan encodes a pleiotropic enzyme with functions in both pigmentation and vision (True et al., 2005) . tan mutants are severely underpigmented. A QTL of small effect maps near yellow while a QTL of large effect resides near the tan gene (Carbone et al., 2005) and has not been separated from it (M. Ramos and D. Stern, personal communication) . We next evaluated the roles of these two candidate QTLs through a series of genetic and molecular analyses. For brevity of presentation, we will largely focus on male pigmentation.
The tan Gene Collaborates with yellow to Promote Melanin Pigmentation In order to investigate the possible genetic contributions of yellow and tan to pigmentation divergence, their roles in male abdominal pigmentation were assessed. The yellow mutant lacks black melanin pigment, but the remaining brownishcolored pigment is still patterned ( Figure 2B ). In tan mutants, the striped and male-specific pigmentation is strongly reduced ( Figure 2C) , and in the yellow and tan double mutant, the spatial pattern of abdominal pigmentation appears similar to the tan single mutant while the intensity of pigmentation resembles the yellow mutant ( Figure 2D ). These results demonstrate that lossof-function mutations in either gene result in dramatic reductions of abdominal pigmentation.
In order to better understand the respective roles of tan and yellow in pigment formation, we undertook a series of experiments in which we ectopically expressed one or both genes in various genetic backgrounds. In yellow mutants, ectopic expression of yellow by pnr-GAL4 rescues the yellow phenotype only in the overlapping domain of pnr expression and the endogenous brown pigmentation ( Figure 2F ). That is, yellow expression alone is insufficient to induce black pigment formation. However, we found that ectopic expression of tan in a yellow mutant background produces ectopic brown pigment in the pnr expression domain ( Figure 2G ). Considering the potency of tan to induce brown pigmentation, and the apparent inability of yellow to induce black pigmentation, we tested the possibility that tan and yellow act together to induce black melanin. Upon misexpression of both yellow and tan by pnr-GAL4, we observe a dramatic black pigmentation within the pnr-expressing domain ( Figure 2H ). These results suggest that the tan and yellow genes act in concert to promote black melanin formation and that yellow function in black melanin formation is dependent on tan activity.
tan and yellow Expression Diverged between D. yakuba and D. santomea Given the severe pigmentation defects of tan and yellow mutants, we sought to compare the expression of tan and yellow in D. yakuba and D. santomea using in situ hybridization. In the late pupal abdominal epidermis, tan ( Figure 3A ) and yellow ( Figure 3E ) are transcribed in male-specific patterns in segments A5 and A6 of D. yakuba. However, in the unpigmented D. santomea abdominal epidermis, tan ( Figure 3B ) and yellow ( Figure 3F ) mRNA expression is undetectable, while both genes are expressed in association with bristle organs (Figures 3B and 3F and data not shown). Given the two genes' mutant phenotypes and conserved patterns of expression, these results indicate that selective changes in tan and yellow regulation in the abdominal epidermis played an important role in the divergence in abdominal pigmentation between D. yakuba and D. santomea.
These changes in tan and yellow gene expression could be due to mutations that have occurred in cis and/or trans to these loci in the D. santomea lineage. To discriminate between these possibilities, we examined gene expression in D. yakuba/D. santomea hybrids bearing X chromosomes (and thus different tan and yellow alleles) of different origins. We observed that the tan parental allele from D. santomea was expressed weakly relative to the parental D. yakuba tan allele ( Figures 3C and 3D ), whereas the yellow alleles from both D. santomea and D. yakuba were expressed at high levels in hybrids ( Figures 3G and 3H ). These results suggest that the divergence in tan expression in D. santomea is largely due to changes in cis to the tan locus, while the divergence in yellow expression is largely due to changes at other loci that act in trans. These findings are consistent with genetic analysis that indicates a large QTL near tan and at most a small QTL near yellow (Carbone et al., 2005) . Furthermore, we have previously found that the D. santomea CRE controlling yellow expression in the abdominal epidermis is fully functional (Jeong et al., 2006) . While the loss of yellow expression may thus contribute significantly to the loss of pigmentation in D. santomea, this does not appear to be due to significant evolutionary change at the yellow locus. We will hereafter focus on changes at the tan locus.
Identification of the cis-Regulatory Region Controlling tan Expression in the D. melanogaster Abdomen
In order to test whether tan is in fact the large X-linked QTL and to localize sequences within tan that may be responsible for the divergence in gene regulation and /or function, it was necessary to identify the extent of the tan locus. Previous work identified the tan transcription unit (True et al., 2005) but no regulatory sequences have been localized. In order to identify regulatory sequences of the tan gene, we made a series of reporter constructs (JT1-JT5) covering the D. melanogaster tan locus ( Figure 4A ). Two constructs, JT1 and JT2, drove EGFP reporter expression in the developing pupal abdomen (right column in Figure 4A ). These constructs, however, spanned all or part of the coding regions of two other annotated genes. We deduced that the noncoding region between these two genes may contain the CRE, so we made a shorter construct encompassing only this region, termed t_MSE, and tested its activity. This construct drove robust expression of EGFP in the pupal abdomen, recapitulating the native tan expression pattern ( Figure 4B ). Because the t_MSE region was located in between two annotated genes, it was possible that the CRE governed expression of one or both of these genes and not tan. To test the necessity of this CRE for tan function in the abdomen, we made two rescue constructs that contained the entire tan region but that either included (t_rescue) or omitted (t_rescue [DMSE] ) the t_MSE region. The abdominal pigmentation phenotypes of t 5 mutants are completely rescued by one copy of the t_rescue construct but not by the t_rescue [DMSE] construct ( Figures 4C and 4D ). Therefore, the t_MSE region is required for the activation of tan, in both the male-specific A5 and A6 pattern and in posterior segmental stripes in both sexes, in the D. melanogaster abdomen.
A tan Transgene Partially Restores Pigmentation in D. santomea To test whether tan is the QTL, we inserted the D. melanogaster tan transgene t_rescue into D. santomea ( Figure 5 ). Animals bearing one copy of the transgene exhibited a small patch of male-specific pigmentation along the posterior edge and midline Figure 1D ). of the A6 segment, and also a light narrow stripe in A2-A5 segments appeared ( Figure 5B ). Homozygous transgenic male flies showed greater restoration of pigmentation; the A6 segment is pigmented more laterally, and the pigmented stripes are wider in segments A2-A5 ( Figure 5C ). Compared to the wild-type female, which has light stripes of pigment in segments A2-A5 and no pigmentation in the A6 segment ( Figure 1F ), the homozygous t_rescue female is robustly pigmented in a striped pattern in segments A2-A6 ( Figure 5D ). This complementation demonstrates that the loss of tan expression or activity is responsible for the reduction of abdominal pigmentation in D. santomea. The incomplete restoration of pigmentation by the t_rescue transgene in D. santomea is consistent with the roles of additional loci in the loss of pigmentation in D. santomea. 
Evolution of the t_MSE CRE and not Coding Sequences Are Responsible for Functional Divergence
There is a single tan locus in D. santomea (data not shown). It is possible that functional changes in the tan coding sequence and/or in noncoding regulatory sequences have contributed to the divergence in tan function. In order to resolve these possibilities, we isolated a tan cDNA from D. santomea and compared its coding sequence with the D. yakuba tan protein.
Although there are several differences in the nucleotide sequence of the tan coding region, none change the Tan protein sequence ( Figure S1 available online). These results conclusively rule out changes in Tan protein sequence or function in the loss of pigmentation in the D. santomea lineage and suggest that changes in cis-acting regulatory sequences are responsible for the divergence of tan gene regulation and function.
In order to trace the path of divergence between D. yakuba and D. santomea tan expression, we isolated orthologous t_MSE CREs from these species and tested CRE activity when transformed into D. melanogaster. The orthologous D. yakuba t_MSE (yak t_MSE, Figure 6B ) directs GFP expression in the male A5 and A6 segments. However, this particular D. santomea t_MSE allele (san t_MSE [AA] , Figure 6C ) drives an undetectable level of expression of the EGFP reporter in the abdomen at the late pupal stages (90 hr APF or younger) and only about 11% of the level of EGFP reporter expression as the D. yakuba CRE at the time of eclosion ( Figure S2 ). The differential activity of the two species' t_MSE CREs correlates with the divergent expression of tan transcripts and melanin pigmentation between D. yakuba and D. santomea and indicates that mutations in the D. santomea t_MSE are primarily responsible for the loss of tan expression in D. santomea.
In order to begin to identify sequence changes involved in the loss of san t_MSE[AA] activity, we aligned the sequences of t_MSE CREs from several species in the melanogaster species group. We selected three positions for further study because they fell within generally well-conserved regions and the D. santomea t_MSE contained a nucleotide substitution. While manipulation of one site (position 404, Figure S3 ) had no effect, manipulations at two other sites were particularly informative. The nucleotides present at D. santomea positions 272 and 323 ( Figure 6A ) were introduced into the corresponding sites within the yak t_MSE element. The yak t_MSE [A 272 ] element lacked activity in the abdomen ( Figure 6F ) while the yak t_MSE [A 323 ] exhibited reduced activity ( Figure 6G ), which suggest that these sites are critical for tan activation in the posterior abdomen. To test whether these substitutions may be sufficient to account for the loss of tan expression in D. santomea, we made the reciprocal ''repair'' constructs by replacing the A at site 272 with a T and replacing both the A at site 272 and the A at site 323 with a T and C, respectively, in the san t_MSE (san t_MSE [T 272 ] and san t_MSE [T 272 C 323 ] ). Reporter expression driven by the san t_MSE [T 272 ] element was detected in a subset of cells along the posterior edge of A6 segment ( Figure 6H ), and much higher levels of and a more complete pattern of reporter expression were driven by the san t_MSE [T 272 C 323 ] element ( Figure 6I ). These results indicate that the two base substitutions at sites 272 and 323 of the san t_MSE CRE contributed the majority of the loss of CRE activity and tan expression in the D. santomea abdomen. While carrying out these experiments, we were operating under the typical assumption that these substitutions were fixed differences between the species. As it turned out, the functional information we obtained was critical to our discovering that the evolution of the tan CRE had a more interesting and complex history, and that we were studying one of three alleles that had arisen independently in D. santomea.
Three Independent Origins of tan CRE Loss-of-Function Alleles
Loss of abdominal pigmentation and tan expression are derived characters in D. santomea, but it is not clear from ecological or other evidence whether this loss was adaptive. One means of searching for the signature of recent natural selection is to examine patterns of polymorphism and divergence in regions of the genome that are closely linked to the putative targets of selection (Nielsen, 2005) . In order to examine the levels of diversity within the t_MSE, and in adjacent regions ( Figure 4A ), we examined sequences obtained from 23 additional isofemale lines isolated from the wild and compared them with sequences isolated from 16 additional D. yakuba isofemale lines, as well as the nearest outgroup species, D. teissieri. This survey of polymorphism revealed several surprising findings. First, the t_MSE harbors high levels of variability within both D. yakuba and D. santomea, with average pairwise nucleotide diversities of 1.1% and 1.9%, respectively (Table S1 ), as well as many segregating insertions and deletions ( Figure S3 ). The variation in D. santomea can be partitioned into eight distinct haplotype blocks based on evidence for recombination (Hudson and Kaplan, 1985) . The largest of these blocks (positions 112-404) encompasses the T / A (position 272) and C / A (position 323) sites identified in site-directed mutagenesis experiments above as crucial to t_MSE function. Second, we were most surprised to discover that there are three distinct haplotype Figure S3 for a complete description. Sites 272 and 323 (asterisks) were identified as critical to t_MSE function. The 24 surveyed alleles can be grouped into three distinct haplotype classes based on allelic states at these sites. (B) The most parsimonious haplotype network relating the three haplotype classes. The ordering of mutations along a particular branch is arbitrary. Polymorphisms within haplotype classes are not shown for simplicity. The size of each circle is proportional to the sampled frequency of the haplotype.
classes of the t_MSE based on the allelic states at these functional nucleotides, each found at significant frequency in our population sample ( Figure 7A ). The allele from the strain that was used in all experiments above (san t_MSE [AA] ) was found in one other isolate. A second haplotype class (san t_MSE [D30] ) was found at higher frequency (9/24) and bears a prominent 30 bp deletion immediately adjacent to functional site 272, but unlike san t_MSE [AA] , it retains the ancestral states at positions 272 and 323. A third haplotype class bears a 212 bp deletion that deletes both of the functional sites identified above (san t_MSE[D212]; 13/24 strains).
The flies bearing these alternate haplotypes were phenotypically indistinguishable, suggesting that the tan t_MSE is not active in any of these strains. To test whether that was indeed the case, we made representative EGFP reporter constructs of each of the deletion-bearing haplotypes and tested their activity when transformed into D. melanogaster. We found that the san t_MSE[D212] (STO CAGO 1402-3) was completely inactive and that the san t_MSE [D30] (ST01) construct drove only very weak reporter expression in eclosing adult flies, less than the low activity of the nondeleted san t_MSE [AA] allele. Thus, all three CREs behave as loss-of-function alleles for tan expression in the developing abdominal epidermis. Remarkably, the most parsimonious network relating these haplotypes implies that each arose independently from a putatively functional ancestral haplotype ( Figure 7B ).
The complex pattern of variation at the D. santomea t_MSE clearly does not represent a case of a recent selective sweep from a unique newly arising beneficial mutation-a model that predicts a single common haploytpe, reduced variation, and/or low-frequency post-sweep mutations (see Nielsen, 2005) . None of a variety of commonly employed tests of neutrality revealed anything unusual about the population genetics of the t_MSE (including levels of diversity, haplotype structure, and the distribution of polymorphism frequencies; results not shown). Levels of nucleotide variability at the D. santomea t_MSE actually exceed those in the same region of D. yakuba as well as average levels of variability at synonymous sites (Table S1 ).
Adaptive Evolution of the tan CRE and Relaxation of Selective Constraint in D. santomea A large fraction of noncoding DNA in Drosophila appears to be selectively constrained and is evolving adaptively (Haddrill et al., 2005; Andolfatto, 2005; Halligan and Keightley, 2006; . In order to deduce the mode of selection that has acted recently on the t_MSE, we performed a McDonald-Kreitman test (McDonald and Kreitman, 1991) , which compares levels of polymorphism and divergence at putatively functional sites to neutral sites (Table S2) . When compared to synonymous sites at the adjacent genes CG15370 and Gr8a, the t_MSE has reduced levels of polymorphism relative to synonymous sites in D. yakuba but similar levels of divergence, suggesting that the t_MSE evolves adaptively in this species group (Table S2 ). However, in comparisons involving D. santomea, the ratios of polymorphism to divergence for the t_MSE and linked synonymous sites are close to equal (Table S2) , consistent with a relaxation of selective constraint in the D. santomea lineage (i.e., levels of polymorphism are two-times higher than in D. yakuba, while levels of divergence to D. teissieri are similar, Table S1 ). Regardless of the process that led to the loss of t_MSE activity in D. santomea (see Discussion), it is clear that levels of purifying selection on the t_MSE have recently been relaxed, as would be expected due to the loss of function of this regulatory element.
DISCUSSION
We have shown that the loss of abdominal pigmentation in D. santomea is due in part to the selective loss of tan and yellow expression in the developing pupal epidermis. While the loss of yellow expression is largely due to changes at trans-acting loci, tan expression was lost through the mutational inactivation of a specific tan CRE, which has occurred at least three independent times in this young lineage. These results bear on our general understanding of the genetic architecture underlying morphological evolution, the molecular mechanisms governing the evolution of gene regulation, and the role of selection and drift in the origin of species differences.
Genetic Architecture of Trait and Gene Expression Divergence
Understanding the genetic basis of the morphological differences between species requires the determination of the number, effect, and function of the individual genes involved. In general, two approaches are available to the study of closely related species: QTL analysis and candidate gene studies. The former has the advantage of being a more systematic search for the quantitative effects of all relevant loci, but the identification of individual loci involved is typically time intensive. Candidate gene analysis has the advantage of more rapidly identifying differences in gene function and regulation. Here, we have taken advantage of prior QTL studies (Llopart et al., 2002; Carbone et al., 2005) to focus on the tan and yellow genes, which appeared to be good candidates for playing a role in the D. yakuba/D. santomea divergence. By coupling gene expression analysis in each species and in species hybrids with transgenic complementation analysis we were able to decipher some of the genetic architecture underlying the divergence in abdominal pigmentation.
First, we have shown that functional changes have occurred in cis to the tan locus. In addition to the molecular evidence of the functional change in the tan MSE CRE in D. santomea and the absence of change in the tan coding sequence, we have demonstrated that pigmentation is partially restored in D. santomea by insertion of a fully functional tan transgene. We note that this sort of experimental verification of a QTL is rarely achieved.
However, the level, color, and pattern of pigmentation of D. santomea tan transgenics is only partial with respect to D. yakuba. The pigmentation pattern is incomplete and the pigment formed is tan/brown and not black. This is consistent with other genes contributing to the trait difference.
We found that the expression of yellow, a major contributor to black melanin formation in D. melanogaster and other Drosophila, is also lost in D. santomea. This would certainly explain the weaker, lighter pigmentation. However, we discovered that the santomea yellow allele is well expressed in hybrids carrying a santomea-derived yellow allele. This reveals that the loss of yellow expression in D. santomea is due to changes in trans to the yellow locus. Good candidates for such trans-acting factors are the QTLs previously detected on the 2nd and 3rd chromosomes (Carbone et al., 2005) . This finding concerning the yellow gene highlights the importance of knowledge of the developmental genetics of trait formation in understanding the genetic architecture of trait divergence. The trans-acting effect of QTL on genes that are not themselves major QTLs will play important roles in morphological divergence.
Pleiotropy and the Role of CREs in Evolution
One of the crucial issues concerning the evolution of morphology is whether there is any general tendency as to the genetic and molecular mechanisms involved. Attention has been centered on the relative role of mutational changes in noncoding and coding sequences in trait divergence. While one might imagine that the dramatic loss of abdominal pigmentation in D. santomea could result from mutations in coding sequences of pigmentation genes, we show that this is certainly not the case for tan and yellow. Rather, we see here precisely how changes in CRE sequences enable the selective modification of gene expression and function in one body part and not another.
There are three features of the tan and yellow genes that suggest why changes in CRE sequences and gene regulation, and not coding changes in protein function, are the path evolution has taken. First, both loci are pleiotropic. The Tan and Yellow proteins affect pigmentation of other structures (e.g., bristles, wings, larval mouthparts) and function in other pathways (Wright, 1987; True et al., 2005; Drapeau et al., 2006) . Second, mutations that reduce or abolish protein function have many effects beyond those on abdominal pigmentation. And, third, both loci contain multiple cis-regulatory elements that govern gene expression in different body parts. Thus, both loci meet the three specific conditions under which regulatory sequence evolution has been predicted to be the more likely mode of gene evolution, namely when (1) the gene product functions in multiple tissues; (2) mutations in the coding sequence are known or likely to have pleiotropic effects; and (3) the locus contains multiple CREs governing discrete aspects of gene expression (Carroll, 2005) .
Many studies, including several recent reports, have now implicated (Stern, 1998; Sucena and Stern, 2000; Sucena et al., 2003; Shapiro et al., 2004; Colosimo et al., 2005; Pool and Aquadro, 2007; Takahashi et al., 2007; Steiner et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2007) or demonstrated (Gompel et al., 2005; Prud'homme et al., 2006; Jeong et al., 2006; McGregor et al., 2007) noncoding changes at loci associated with the divergence of various morphological traits between populations or species. All of the loci analyzed in these studies meet the three criteria specified above, as do most loci encoding molecules that shape development. We suggest that there is sufficient empirical evidence to support the earlier predictions and thus to establish a general rule that functional evolutionary changes at pleiotropic loci with multiple discrete CREs will most often involve cis-regulatory mutations.
We do note that coding mutations at several vertebrate pigmentation loci (e.g., MC1R, OCA2, SLC24A5) underlie differences in overall body pigmentation between populations or species. However, these loci do not meet the above criteria (see Mundy, 2005; Lamason et al., 2005; Protas et al., 2006) .
The Role of Selection in the Loss of tan Expression and Pigmentation Species differences can become established by natural selection or by neutral genetic drift. The simplest hypothesis for the loss of pigmentation and the inactivation of the t_MSE is that selection for pigment formation was relaxed at some time in the evolution of the D. santomea lineage and that the genetic elements necessary for abdominal pigment formation have since been evolving neutrally. Our application of the McDonaldKreitman test supports the hypothesis that purifying selection on the t_MSE has indeed been relaxed in the D. santomea lineage since it split from D. yakuba, as one would expect for an inactive CRE. Further, we failed to detect evidence for recent positive selection at the D. santomea t_MSE using a standard battery of population genetic tests.
However, the evidence for recent neutral evolution of the tan t_MSE does not establish that its activity was originally lost by genetic drift. In fact, several observations are inconsistent with a simple neutral model for the original loss of tan CRE activity and pigmentation in D. santomea. First, if the pigmentation character is truly neutral in D. santomea, the lack of intermediate phenotypes in natural populations is difficult to account for. Pigmentation variation is widespread in Drosophila populations and there are many genetic paths through which such variation can arise. However, all sampled D. santomea flies appear phenotypically identical with respect to their lack of pigmentation, which is suggestive of directional selection toward a new fitness optimum rather than a drifting phenotype. Second, given the multiple genetic pathways by which pigmentation could be lost, the absence of ancestral tan alleles or tan alleles with intermediate activities needs to be explained. Each of the lines we examined carried one of three versions of an inactive t_MSE that arose independently from a functional copy. And finally, it is puzzling that the yellow body CRE has remained intact in D. santomea despite its lack of use while the inactivation of this element has been observed in other species with reduced pigmentation (Jeong et al., 2006) . It is possible that there has not been sufficient time in this young species for the accumulation of inactivating alleles at the yellow body CRE, but this pattern is in striking contrast to the pattern observed at the tan t_MSE.
None of these observations force the conclusion that the loss of pigmentation and tan CRE has been adaptive and not neutral.
We merely point out that the functional and population genetic evidence we uncovered reveals a more complex and interesting reality than we anticipated and most evolutionary models assume. The strongest evidence for neutral fixation of reduced tan CRE activity in D. santomea is the lack of ability to reject it as a null hypothesis using standard population genetic tests. However almost all tests for selection developed to date have been designed to detect very specific forms of selection (e.g., a recent selective sweep from a newly arising mutation, very recent balancing selection or partial selective sweeps, ancient balancing selection, or diversifying selection) and do not rule out other forms of selection. Based on the haplotype network for the tan t_MSE, we can rule out the adaptive fixation of a single loss-of-function mutation that has subsequently accumulated secondary loss-of-function mutations (i.e., all three nonfunctional t_MSE haplotypes have arisen independently from a functional allele). A plausible alternative scenario is directional selection from previously neutral or deleterious ancestral polymorphisms or recurrent mutation to adaptive alleles (Dykhuizen and Hartl, 1980; Orr and Betancourt, 2001; Innan and Kim, 2004; Przeworski et al., 2005; Pennings and Hermisson, 2006) , which leads to the presence of multiple selected haplotypes in a population instead of a single haplotype. This model, sometimes called the ''soft sweep'' model, is not easily detected using state of the art tests of neutrality (Przeworski et al., 2005; Pennings and Hermisson, 2006) . Furthermore, this scenario is more probable when there is a high allelic mutation rate, such as for adaptive loss-of-function mutations (Pennings and Hermisson, 2006) , if these alleles have identical fitnesses (Kim and Stephan, 2003) . These conditions may well apply to the t_MSE as it presented a potentially large mutational target for inactivating mutations. CREs typically contain many functional sites and CRE activity may be reduced or eliminated by substitutions, insertions, or deletions at many different positions.
We are not the first to suspect that the loss of pigmentation in D. santomea may have been adaptive. Llopart et al. (2002) , for example, noted that the lack of pigmentation in the higher altitude-dwelling D. santomea contradicts a general trend that Drosophila species tend to be darker at higher altitudes and latitudes. Furthermore, Carbone et al. (2005) suggested that selection may have acted on pleiotropic effects of genes affecting pigmentation and not pigmentation itself. Along these lines, we suggest that it may not be necessary to invoke an ecological agent to explain how the loss of pigmentation and the inactivation of the t_MSE may be favored. It could simply be a matter of the ''cost'' of pigmentation gene function. The melanin synthesis pathway in Drosophila is one of three branches of a pathway that shunts dopamine or dopamine-related precursors into three distinct classes of polymers-melanins, yellow sclerotins, and clear sclerotins, the latter of which also play important physiological roles (Wittkopp et al., 2003) . Even if ecological selection for melanin production has been relaxed in D. santomea, there could be a significant energetic and material cost to the continued production of melanin such that the elimination of tan and yellow expression would be favored by natural selection.
Regardless of the role of selection in this particular case, we suggest that the structural and functional properties of CREs (e.g., a potentially large target size for adaptive mutations with minimal pleiotropic effects) and their widespread role in the origin of morphological variation and divergence warrant considerably greater attention in terms of population genetic data and theory. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Abdominal Cuticle Preparations and Imaging EGFP Signal
Abdominal cuticle preparations and the imaging of EGFP expression in the pupal abdomen (90 hr APF and younger) were performed as described previously (Jeong et al., 2006) .
In Situ Hybridization of the Pupal Abdomen
In situ hybridization was performed as previously described (Sturtevant et al., 1993) , with some minor modifications. The complete abdominal in situ protocol is available at http://www.molbio.wisc.edu/carroll/.
Cloning and Mutagenesis
All reporter and rescue constructs for transgenic flies were made by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and/or restriction-enzyme-based strategies. Reporter constructs were inserted into a customized version of the pH-Stinger vector (Barolo et al., 2004) . carrying nuclear EGFP (Gompel et al., 2005) using strategies described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. For the t_rescue and t_rescue [DMSE] constructs, a 14.5 kb NheI fragment from BAC clone RP98-30C13 was subcloned into the pBluescript KS vector (Stratagene) and subsequently a 10.3 kb KpnI-AflII fragment (for t_rescue) and a 8.9 kb BamHI-AflII fragment (for t_rescue [DMSE] ) were subcloned into the hsplacCaSpeR vector (Nelson and Laughon, 1993) .
P Element-Based Transformation of D. santomea Germline transformation of D. santomea was performed according to standard procedures of D. melanogaster transformation (http://www.molbio.wisc.edu/ carroll/ methods/methods.html) with some modifications. Egg-lay caps were made of standard corn meal sugar agar media, into which numerous holes were made using forceps. After letting flies lay in fresh chambers for 40 min at room temp, embryos were collected. After injection, the slide was placed on egg-lay caps made of standard corn meal molasses agar media in a Petri dish containing moist paper towels at 18 C and larvae were scooped in 2 days. Five males were crossed to five noninjected females and vice versa.
Sequence Analysis for Intraspecific Variations of t_MSE CRE Genomic DNA was extracted from a single male of each line using the Puregene DNA Extraction Kit (Gentra Systems) and different gene regions sequenced as described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
Supplemental data include Supplemental Experimental Procedures, Supplemental References, three figures, and four tables and can be found with this article online at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/132/5/783/DC1/.
